
Nordic Ridge Flashing
Prelaq Mica

Cladco’s unique Nordic ridge flashings will add a stylish 
finish to any building while protecting it from water 
intrusion. This style of flashing features a minimalist profile 
which will complement the style of our box profile, tile 
Form and corrugated sheets.

Our Nordic ridge flashing are made in lengths of 3m and is available in our full  
range of materials and coatings to match or contrast your roofing sheets.

Each wing is approximately 195mm and angled so internally achieving 130 degrees. Other angles can be 
specified using our custom-made flashings service.

We can fold most flashing shapes to customers’ requirements in 3-metre lengths at short notice.

Roof ridge caps include a safety welt on the edge to increase the strength of the material and are provided 
as a 3m length as standard. When fitting the Nordic ridge caps, please remember to allow a minimum of 
100mm overlap from one roof ridge cap piece to the next.

Nordic Ridge Caps for your Roofing

The Nordic ridge caps are intended to be used at the apex join of two sides of your roofing. Roof ridge cap 
pieces sit on top of the roofing sheets and are stitched (using st22 stitching screws) to the roofing sheet 
below in order to secure them in place. Read our flashing installation guide for more information.

Our Nordic ridge caps include a safety welt to increase the strength of the material

Please note: The 195 x 195 flashings give a coverage of 195 x 195 due to the 8mm welt.

PLEASE NOTE – Extra care should always be taken when handling metal sheets and flashings we advise using the 
correct type of Glove when handling or moving metal sheets and flashings.

R O O F I N G

SPECIFICATIONS

Length

Sizes available

Angle

Overlap

3 metres

195 x 195mm

130º internal angle

Allow 150mm
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